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INVENTORY CONTROL
In discussing the subject of inventories this evening, the following sections will be taken up in their respective order:—
1. Factors which have effected noticeable changes in the inventory situation since 1920.
2. Material control.

degeneration

fatty

1920 holds the unique position of being that year in which
greater inventory losses were suffered than any other similar
period of time in the business history of this country. That year
is not so long ago that we cannot bring to mind a fairly accurate
flash - back —boom times for the first six months; the accumulation
of enormous inventories in expectation of continued peak load
sales; the almost overnight cessation of business; and the precipitous drop in commodity and security prices. When the crash
came, everyone experienced the freezing -up tight of a usually
current asset. To say that inventories were a drug on the market
is putting it mildly, for the simple reason that there was no market.
When the accounts for 1920 were finally balanced, the quite generous profits of the first six months had suddenly vanished and
in their stead appeared not only exceptionally large losses for the
current period but indeed a great many surpluses were entirely
wiped off the slate.
As with all experience that affects the pocket book adversely,
this experience taught the business man a lesson of which he is
still aware and one which no doubt he will remember for years to
come. He has learned above everything else the lesson of taking
of the inventory.
every precaution against a
Since that time he has insisted that continuous effort be made at all
times to avoid investing in inventory one cent more than is necessary adequately to meet sales demands. Such a policy has brought
about many beneficial results, among which the following may be
mentioned :1. A reduction of capital invested in inventory.
2. The release of such recovered liquid capital for other
purposes.
3. The minimizing of losses due both to falling prices and to
obsolescence occurring as the result of changing styles, types,
models, etc.
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Increasing turnover or the doing of equal or greater amount
of business with a smaller inventory.
You may be interested in the following figures taken at random
from published statements of representative and nationally known
concerns: —
Inventory
Sales
Name
1925
1926
1925
1926
R. H. Macy Co.
(1- 30 -27) . . . . .
7,680
7,860
66,505
75,470
B. F. Goodrich...
41,560
28,495
136,000
148,000
Union Oil C o. . . . .
29,700
24,800
74,370
79,943
Borden Co. . . . . . .
7,690
6,600
123,300
124,900
U. S . St eel Co. . . . 285,600 281,300 1,406,000 1,508,076
Bethlehem Steel Co. 69,170
68,440
273,025
304,360
&

4.

These figures tell an interesting story. Apparently, these concerns are solving the problems peculiar to their own inventory
conditions through a constant study of their individual needs and
the adoption of every means which bring about a speeding up of
the material cycle from procurement to disposal.
Unquestionably there are many who have accepted certain of
the present inventory reductions as a natural course of events
without in any way realizing that there has been at work during
the past few years a large number of forces which have made it
possible adequately to meet the enormous present -day sales with
such comparatively small inventories. And while such forces are
being employed to reduce inventories, it must be appreciated that
the struggle is far from a one -sided affair. Opposition appears
in the form of an increasing volume of sales. The latter naturally
has the tendency to demand at least an adequate inventory of finished stock to meet delivery dates promptly. And as new sales
methods are constantly being originated to boost sales to yet higher
levels, there arises the problem of meeting one condition without
the loss of control over another.
I will attempt in the following paragraphs of this section to
discuss briefly several of the more important factors which act to
reduce inventories, and at the same time, several factors —principally selling methods —which have the opposite effect.
NOTE: In above figures, thousands - 000 —are omitted.
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FACTORS EFFECTING INVENTORY REDUCTION
Hand -To -Mouth Buying. Today is a period of hand -tomouth buying. The corner drug store these days, does not send
through its usual order of one gross. It is now cut to a dozen.
Wholesalers and jobbers who have now become glorified retailers,
pay their similar respects to the manufacturer. One manufacturer
treats another fellow bag - holder with little modification of the
above. Retailer, wholesaler, manufacturer, all have adopted this
so- called hand -to -mouth buying method, this method of having on
hand no more than is absolutely necessary to meet immediate sales
demands. It is not unlike many of the descendants of Socrates
who rush out the back entrance of their restaurants to the butcher
in order to fill your order for two lamb chops well done. What
are the causes? Just two :— .
1. Playing safe in connection with any possible business recession.
2. A severe case of turnover - gitis.
But unfortunately the craze for turnover has in many instances
brought about results just the opposite to those intended. This is
due to a misunderstanding that turnover is synonymous with volume. So much has been written on the subject of turnover that
many business men have not the slightest idea what it is all about.
As a result many seem to be more interested in a percentage figure
than in profits. A little thought, however, will demonstrate that
a merchant may make ten turnovers a year and yet not make one half as much actual profit as another who is turning his stock only
five times. After all, actual profit depends primarily on volume.
Therefore the one making a slow turnover may, however, be turning over a stock three or four times as large as the first merchant.
Volume and inventories are the two determining factors of turnover. You can increase your turnover by letting sales remain constant and decreasing your inventory carried; or you can increase
your sales and keep your inventory where it is. In the first case you
increase turnover but not profits, in the second case, you increase
both turnover and profit. It all depends upon whether you are
more interested in percentages or profits. At the same time bear
in mind that an inventory shaved down to too fine a point brings
about lessening of profit through higher prices in fractional buying and loss of sales through incomplete stock.
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Transportation. But a few words need be mentioned in connection with transportation as affecting inventories. First, we all
appreciate the fact that the minimum limits of our purchased raw
materials and supplies in stores are established principally from
two factors —rate of consumption and time to replenish. By shortening the latter, it is possible to set our minimum quantities at
lower points and thus decrease our inventory. Better transportation service during the past few years has helped to shorten the
time from release of purchase order to receipt of goods. The
motor truck especially has done much in this respect. All along
the line transportation service has been speeded up and made more
dependable. So much for external transportation.
Within the plant itself, we have witnessed during the past few
years remarkable changes in material handling. The slow, costly
and laborious hand moving of material from process to process
has given way to an endless array of automatic and semi - automatic
devices. In some plants the human hand never touches the product in its course through the factory. It seems hardly necessary
to point out that any saving of time in processing an article reduces proportionately our inventory of work -in- process. Material
handling machinery, along with a long list of advantages to the
pocket book, certainly has done its part to speed up the material
cycle and thus keep inventories down.
Budgetary Control. The past five years or so have seen the
adoption of the business budget by quite a few progressive concerns. It is unfortunate, however, that the full import of its benefits has not been sufficiently appreciated by the business world to
result in its more universal adoption as a medium of control. This
splendid tool of management has of course left its mark on inventory. On this particular and important subject it requires the
opening inventory, planned closing inventory, planned production,
and naturally a purchasing program.
Under correct budget procedure, it is possible to maintain a close
check of inventories, not as to the details, for that is a function of
a proper material control system, but as to broad and controlling
classifications. Through monthly comparison of actual with estimated, management is afforded a means for directing action to
the end of increasing the inventory to take care of an increase of
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sales, or to allow it to fall, through liquidation, when sales demand
decreases.
Simplification and Standardization. All of us are more -orless familiar with the elimination of waste as the result of simplified practice developed by American industry working in close
cooperation with the Department of Commerce. These two matters offer such remarkable opportunities toward a reduction of
inventory that several brief comments with respect thereto will
not be out of place.
What is simplified practice? This question is answered very
clearly in the primer of simplified practice published by the Department of Commerce. There it is stated "that simplified practice is a method of eliminating superfluous variety. It is applied
by the collective action of producers, distributers, and consumers,
with the cooperation of the division of simplified practice, to eliminate needless variety in sizes, dimensions, and types of commonplace commodities. This method is based on the sensible avoidance of waste caused by excessive and uneconomic diversity. Simplified practice decreases costs and increases the utility and efficiency of production, distribution, and consumption. These ends
are accomplished by voluntarily limiting varieties of stock items
to those for which there is a constant demand."
It may be of interest to learn what simplified practice has already
accomplished in connection with several commodities:

to

Present
Former
Number of
Number of
Sizes Styles,
Sizes, Styles,
Designs,
etc.
Designs,
etc.
Commodity
1
36
Sm oot h F a c e Br i c k. . . . . . . .
1
44
Common Brick . . . . . . . . . . .
45
8
Cultivators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69
552
Wove n W i r e F e n ce . . . . . . . .
9
49
Milk Bottles . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
130
Range Boilers . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
66
Paving Bricks . . . . . . . . . . . .
255,800
715,200
Grinding Wheels . . . . . . . . . .
The above are but a few of a large number of commodities
which simplified practice has been applied. The figures are in481
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dicative of the malignant growth of special sizes, styles, designs,
etc., which has attached itself to American goods and which has
slowly been assuming proportions entirely too large for the continued welfare of business.
In condensed summary form, the following are a few of t he
advantages of simplified practice:—
DECRE ASES

I N C RE AS E S

Variety of sizes
Inventories
Idle Investment
Seasonal Operation
Production Costs

Volume of Sales
Turnover
Working Capital
Stability of Employment
Continuity of Operation

There appears to be a slight misunderstanding as to the difference between the terms simplification and standardization. The
following taken from the Department of Commerce bulletin explains that difference :—
"Simplification and standardization are not synonymous terms.
Each describes a separate and distinct process. Simplification is
defined as the art of rendering simple, or making less complex,
less difficult, while standardization is defined as the art or process
of conforming to any measure or extent, quantity, quality, or
value, established by law, general usage, or consent. To simplify
is to limit variety to essential kinds and sizes. It may include
grading of commodities. Standardization embodies simplification
but carries the process into technical or scientific fields, so as to
fix the basic mechanical or physical characteristics of the product,
or process of its fabrication, or methods of tests."
In connection with standardization, a few of our larger and
more progressive concerns have effected savings of no small consequence. For example, standardization methods at the General
Motors Corporation have brought about important savings in the
cost of parts, the storage space required, the labor of handling,
the amount of inventory of stock carried, and the loss through
obsolete parts. When the first book of standard parts was compiled by the General Motors, there appeared a list of 13,355 parts.
When duplications had been eliminated and the minimum actual
requirements determined, the same book listed only 2,099 parts.
The first division of this corporation to complete the work of
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standardization reduced the number of bins in its stock from
1,640 to 78.
Although these two factors offer nearly unlimited possibilities
in connection with reducting inventories throughout the entire
fabric of American business, it is safe to say that by far the
greater number of concerns have given them little if any consideration. Opportunities such as these are too good to be overlooked. It has been well stated that "if you cannot apply simplification to things you sell, then apply it to things you buy."
Improved Machinery & Processes. Successful efforts in
mass or quantity production have resulted in a shortening of the
time to process a product through the factory. As a natural result
our inventories of work -in- process should decrease.
Almost daily, better and more productive machines are being
placed on the market. Instead of requiring ten minutes to perform a certain operation as under old methods, but five minutes
are now required with the new machine. Whereas it took sixty
days to process an article from raw materials to completion, it
now takes only thirty days. And, if production is 100 units per
day, let us say, then under the first condition, 6,000 units are in
process at all times as against 3,000 under the latter condition.
The saving in inventory investment in work -in- process is thus
quite apparent.
That there is to be no let -up in the machine improvements is
evidenced by the following excerpt taken from a recent issue of
Mechanical Engineering. —
"Machine designers are working night and day to beat the accuracy and output of present machines so why not cram the work
through hard, get all that can be got out of it, and keep the proportion of productive output to overhead as high as possible. The
International Harvester Co. was for crowding to a reasonable
maximum because of the rapidity with which machinery becomes
obsolete, and named two years as a favored time in which a machine should pay for itself. Th e S. K. F. industries also name
two years."
In addition to improved machinery, recent years have seen many
improved processes which have materially shortened the time between the raw state and the finished state. Another important
development in manufacturing which conserves the inventory is
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the more scientific determination of lot sizes. There are, of course,
many other factors — scientific plant layout, better and quicker receiving, storing, inspecting, and shipping methods which time will
not allow us to discuss. In summary, however, good shop management insists upon those arrangements which permit the uninterrupted flow of material in, through, and out of the plant in the
shortest possible time consistent with standard quality of product.
FACTORS TENDING TO INCREASE INVENTORY
Installment Selling. One of the most important developments
in sales methods during the past few years has been installment
or deferred payment selling. While it is not a new method of
selling, its full advantages were not realized until the last few
years. In 1925, for example, it is estimated that the amount of
installment sales in the U. S. exceeded six billions. One of the
most essential features in connection with this form of selling is
that of financing the sale. This has brought into existence a large
number of finance companies, some of which are subsidiaries of
the selling company and the others, of course, independent companies. But whatever the means of financing, this method of
selling has brought about an enormous increase in sales, not otherwise possible. As a result of such sales demands, inventories
have tended to increase to meet such demands. Consumer credit
has increased by leaps and bounds, and is now almost as important
as producer credit.
Recently, there has been considerable discussion as to the ultimate position of installment selling, but in spite of the criticism
directed against it, the predominance of opinion is for it, provided
proper restrictions are recognized and enforced.
Change in Style, Type & Design. The present era is one of
style. Almost overnight the demand for a certain style, type or
design ceases and in its place arises a demand for other styles,
types and designs. All about us we witness a never ending array
of these changes which unfortunately tend to increase our inventories. The one thing that will offset this condition is simplification, a subject which has been briefly described above.
National Advertising. Many concerns which five or six years
ago advertised but little and then principally in trade papers are
now national advertisers in the true sense of the word. Thus,
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they have created nation -wide demand for their product, and in
order to push their sales properly, have in many cases adopted a
policy of selling direct to the retailer and consumer, rather than
through the jobber or wholesaler. To carry out this plan of selling, it has been necessary to establish in various locations of the
country warehouses to service such retailers and final consumers.
As a natural consequence, their inventories of finished merchandise have been greatly increased. An important and associated
feature of such warehousing is that of financing. Up to the present time it has been difficult for certain manufacturers to obtain
credit on such scattered collateral. It may be of interest to learn
that to overcome this obstacle, warehousing finance companies are
being organized, to extend credit to those concerns making use
of their warehouse facilities which will be located in various well
chosen cities throughout the country.
MATERIAL CONTROL
The five principal benefits resulting from the proper control
of material are :1. Keeping the investment in inventories down to the lowest
minimum consistent with production and sales requirements.
2. Preventing interruptions to production schedules and sales
programs as a result of shortages in materials and merchandise.
3. Preventing and minimizing losses due to physical depreciation and obsolescences of stock.
4. Keeping working capital in a more liquid condition.
S. Obtaining at any time the amount of inventory for financial
statements and administrative purposes.
For some reason or other, there are a few people who still believe that the principal object of a material control system is the
elimination of the yearly or semi - yearly physical inventory. This
particular feature is only one of the many by- products. Its principal objectives are the conservation of capital, an aid to production and the stabilization of profits. Mass production, a more
rapid material cycle, and enormous sales demands have caused to
be originated a method which affords at all times a clean -cut picture of inventory investment in its various aspects and a means
for its correct administration.
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It has been well said that the material ledger is the pivotal
point in a material control system, around which turns a large
number of vital forms and procedures. But this one. record, no
matter how well designed, will not alone make the system a success. There must be a well- conceived and well- operated method
of ordering, purchasing, receiving, storing, issuing and shipping.
Let us see, however, what information the material ledger
should give.
1.
2.

Quantity and amount of material still on order.
Quantity and amount of material received for any given
period.
3. Quantity and amount of material issued for any given
period.
4. History of all purchases and returned purchases.
5. History of all prices.
6. Record of vendors of material (for the small concern).
7. Balance of material on hand — quantity and amount.
8. Quantity of material reserved in advance of immediate
requirements.
9. Quantity available for future requirements.
10. Quantity of material needed for unfilled and uncompleted
orders (thus preventing shortages).
11. Record of slow- moving materials.
12. Record of obsolete materials.
13. Information essential for accurate cost accounting.
14. Information essential for proper planning and production.
15. Positive supporting data for the inventory controlling account.
Material Ledger. I am not going to spend time in discussing
the advantage of one form of material ledger over another. Some
are too limited in information, some too elaborate for the particular users, and others apparently just suited to the condition. However, I do want to bring out two classifications into which I believe any ledger form may be placed. The first is the form designed with apportionment features; the second without such
features. In the first form, material is apportioned (or reserved
on paper) before issue and the balance available may be at variance
with the actual physical quantity on hand as distinct from the
486
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second form upon which material is not apportioned and upon
which the balance available is the actual quantity on hand. On
this subject, Henry H. Farquhar says, "By setting aside on the
sheet or apportioning the needs of an order in advance, and obtaining an amount available which includes both the amount in
the storeroom and the amount on order, we are thus not only
working ahead of actual issue requirements during period which
theoretically is covered as regards issue in the setting of the low
limit, but also by working definitely to known needs we are keeping the amount of inventory to the lowest possible point consistent
with safety."
Minimum & Maximum Quantities. Another matter in connection with the ledger form applies to minimum and maximum
quantities sometimes to be found in material ledgers. Usually the
quantities are not what the names imply. In other words, either
the present limits have been incorrectly computed or the original
figures, although once correctly computed, have never been
adjusted to take care of changed conditions.
Theoretically, the minimum limit point of any material is that
quantity which will be just sufficient to answer the requirements
of: (a ) Production, in the instance of a manufacturing concern
or, (b) Sales, in the case of a retail or wholesale concern, during
the period of time required to replenish the supply. Theoretically,
also, there should be no maximum limits since such a limit should
coincide with the minimum limit. Because the above two factors
—time to replenish, and consumption of materials —are generally
variable items instead of constants, the minimum limit adopted
in practice is always greater than the theoretical minimum limit
and the maximum limit exceeds the minimum limit. Unforeseen
and uncontrollable delays in replenishing supplies and unforeseen
increased demand for production or merchandise makes it necessary to establish, first of all, the theoretical minimum limit and
then to increase such limit by the use of a factor of safety to a
quantity which anticipates conditions of an adverse kind.
The establishment of a maximum limit presents a much more
difficult set of conditions than in the case of a minimum limit. It
is not uncommon to find in practice that maximum limits are
either entirely omitted from the material ledgers or else based on
guesswork. In some instances maximum limits are established
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not on the basis of requirements but by reason of lack of storage
facilities. In other cases the maximum limit is fixed to prevent
the purchasing of excessive quantities when the market may be
favorable for purchasing, say, six months' or a year's supply at
one time. One large automobile company sets up its maximum
limits on certain supplies on the basis of average consumption over
a period of three months. At best, maximum limits are unsatisfactory and only in isolated cases are they of any benefit at all.
The prevailing, but unsatisfactory definition of what a maximum
limit is, seems to be that it is "the greatest amount of material
which could be carried at any one time."
In operating material ledgers, the following should be an ironclad rule:—
"No entry shall be made in material ledger unless the basis for
an entry is a company form properly used and signed by the person or persons with authority to do so. Under no circumstances
shall the basis for an entry be oral instructions."
A Recently Developed Tabulating Card - Ledger. —A method,
which, because of its substantial economies and many advantages,
is more and more being adopted by distributing concerns, is the
unit plan. This method operates substantially as follows:—One
tabulating card is prepared for each unit received into stock. In
each card is punched description, commodity code number, date
received, selling price and cost. Space is provided for information
originating when the sale is made. Each card receives a consecutive number under its particular commodity grouping by means
of an automatic numbering device which records at the same time
the punching is accomplished. Thus if 100 units of a certain commodity are received, the first card is numbered one, the last, 100.
These cards are properly filed in a tub file under its identifying
index. If one unit is disposed of, the first card is drawn from
the files. The cards remaining constitute the remaining inventory,
and the card withdrawn can be used for preparing the billing.
Under this plan, it is not necessary to count the cards when an inventory is necessary. Merely subtract the number of the first card
appearing in the file from the last, add 1, and the result is your
inventory. Hence, if 5 units have been sold (in the case above),
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the number of the first card appearing will be 6, which taken from
100, leaves 94 plus 1, gives an inventory of 95.
Ordering, Purchasing & Receiving. A material control system, deserving of such a name, requires that all requests for the
replenishment of materials either originate from the Material Control Department, or, if originating in another department, then
pass over the material ledgers before any purchases are made. If
proper minimum stock limits have been established and if the
ledgers are both properly and correctly operated, information
when to replenish should in most cases be easily obtainable from
each material ledger sheet. Whenever the quantity of a material
falls to the minimum limit point, information is thus afforded the
clerk by means of which he can set into action such procedures
as will result in the depleted stock being replenished with new
material.
The minimum limit point, or the point at which steps should be
taken to obtain additional material, may be either one or the other
of the following two quantities depending upon the type of material ledger form being used
1. The actual quantity of material on hand in the storerooms.
2. The quantity of material available for future orders.
Where the ledger form has been designed without consideration
for apportionments, the minimum limit is the actual quantity of
material on hand in the storerooms, i.e., item "1" above; where the
ledger form is designed for apportionments, the minimum limit
is the quantity available, i.e., "2" above.
In every instance, however, it will not be possible for the ledger
clerks to originate the purchase requisitions. Especially is this so
when new material for new parts or new products — materials not
already stock articles —are being purchased for the first time.
Only the planning or production department in such cases can
originate such purchase requisitions since they are the only ones
to know exactly what kinds and quantities of materials are required for the new parts or products.
I shall not take time to discuss many of the necessary details in
connection with operations of ordering, purchasing, and receiving,
but instead will call to your attention the necessary forms concerned with these three operations which should pass over the
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material ledgers in order that a positive control may be secured
theref rom.
First, in connection with ordering, it has been stated that,
"wherever possible, the computation of quantities for stock to
start replenishing orders should be governed by a basic formula —
this method allowing the delegation of the ordering to a less expensive clerical force than would otherwise be required. Such
standardization enables us to control stock balances satisfactorily
with a small force of ordering clerks, one clerk in some instances,
controlling 500 to 1,000 separate items. While establishing more or -less automatic control, it does not always meet the requirements
of unexpected demands, but is in the main satisfactory for our
purposes. Over - balanced stock conditions, while not always preventable, can usually be minimized by a careful study of the situation encountered and the application of a proper routine."
The following documents in connection with the aforesaid three
operations are passed over the material ledgers :1. Purchase requisition.
2. Purchase requisition change —if any.
3. Copy of purchase order.
4. Copy of purchase order change —if any.
5. Vendor's invoice.
6. Notification of material received.
7. Work material received in stores form.
S. Received in finished stock form.
Monthly Inventory Investment Report. A complete
monthly picture of the inventory investment is made possible
through a monthly inventory investment report. This report is
planned to show names of the various kinds of materials arranged
in alphabetical order on the left hand side of the sheet, with the
following columnar headings running from left to right: —
Inventory on hand at beginning of month.
Amount purchased, made, or transferred during month.
Amount consumed or sold during month.
Inventory on hand at end of month.
Should the number of material items be large, then a number
of material classes should be established and shown on this report,
rather than the individual items. I have a case in mind where
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some 20,000 items used by a gas and electric company are now
grouped into 58 classes. In this particular case, however, I believe this number of classes entirely too inclusive for proper control. This type of report can be made to show a complete monthly
picture not only of raw materials, parts, and finished stock items,
but work in process as well.
Those employing tabulating and accounting machines find the
work of compiling such a summary rather a simple task as compared with hand methods. One tabulating card is used for each
item. Punched in each card is the quantity on hand and the unit
cost. Individual extensions are not necessary as all cards bearing
the same basic price are automatically sorted together, the quantities likewise automatically added, and one price extension
applied to each total.
This report of inventory investment prepared monthly, in my
opinion, ranks second to none, as a means for current control.
Fluctuations up or down may be noted at a glance, so that if it appears that purchases are getting ahead of consumption in respect
to any particular class, immediate action may be taken to put the
"screws" on somewhere along the line.
In a recent article by Mr. L. P. Alford on the laws of manufacturing management, there appeared the following laws of material control
1. The highest efficiency in the utilization of materials is obtained by providing the required quantity, of the required
quality and condition, at the required time and place.
2. The highest efficiency in the storage of materials, tools, and
supplies, is obtained by providing a definite place to store
every item, keeping every item in its assigned place, and
keeping an adequate record thereof.
In connection with these laws as now presented, Mr. Carl Bigelow, President of Bigelow, Kent, Willard & Company, comments
to the effect "that during the past thirty years, it had been fairly
safe most of the time to have some excess to everything on hand
inasmuch as material prices were greatly rising. At the present
time, however, with falling prices, it is necessary to limit all inventories to their absolute minimum and with this in view, pos491
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sibly another corollary to the laws of material control should be
added as follows:—
"Material inventories should be maintained at exact requirements during periods of falling prices, while speculative advantage may be taken in excess stock during periods of rising prices."
In my talk tonight I have tried to sketch the major considerations in a subject which in practice is quite complex. I trust that
I have left with you two thoughts: 1. That during the past five years in the face of changing conditions of distribution and marked increases in sales volume, we
have been able to keep our inventories at low limits and under
reasonable control at all times by the use of methods which prior
to 1921 had little, if any, development.
2. In spite of our excellent record in the above respect, there
is still much room for improvement. Only through the use of
those means which we have failed to accept at the present time,
will we bring about a true control of inventory investment during its entire cycle from purchase to disposal. A partial employment is not enough. Let us accept and use every possible means
to bring about the greatest benefits.
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